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SOUTHERN JUNIOR COLLEGE
"A School of Standards"
Ola K. Gant
Physicists tell us that the triangle is the most stable of all forms. The circle is easily dented
the square can be crushed with little effort; but the triangle can withstand a great
strain. It is for this reason that in the construction of steel bridges and
many other structures, triangular supports are used. Southern Junior
College stands for a triangular education,- it develops in the
student the physical, mental, and spiritual phases of
life. With this three-fold preparation, young
people are well fitted to fill places
of responsibility. The Triangle
is now presenting to you the
Southern Junior
Col lege of
today.
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Here's to our Southern Junior,
Here's to our S. J. C.
Here's to our dear old College,
Growing each year you see;
Loyal we'll be for aye, then.
Both students old and new.
Here's to our Southern Junior,
Always we're true to you!
4 S 6 4 8
Educated Behavior
A Message from President Thompson
To be worth much to an individual or nation, education must be Christian. hHorace Mann
stated that a human being is not, in any proper sense, a human being till he is educated. Character
development should be the great, if not the sole, aim of education. As Ruskin has said, ' Edu-
cation doe3 not mean teaching people to know what they do not know,- it means teaching them
to behave as they do not behave." It is difficult to conceive of a code of moral conduct or of a
pattern of character education not found in the life and teachings of Jesus, and set forth in the
hHoly Scriptures.
In Jjpan my attention was called to the literacy of the people, which much more than equals
the literacy of western nations. The rescript regarding education issued by the Emperor of Japan
m 1872 said in part, "It is designed henceforth that education shall be so diffused that there may
not be a village with an ignorant family, nor a family with an ignorant member. Who is able
to disprove that out of this ideal has sprung the new Japan? And because the education has
been non-Christian, Japan today is a menace to the peace of the Orient, and the scientific
barbarity of her rape of uneducated China shocks the world.
To be worth much, there must be more to education than rationality and sheer intellectuality.
I have just made a study of one thousand years of education— from 500 B. C. to 500 A. D.
—
when human learning and the rich flowering of genius were at their apex among the Greeks.
Butthese did not prove either sufficient or lasting, and disappeared. The golden age in education,
culture, and artistic development gave rise to a grotesque mythology and to a crude religion.
In our age we have seen that nation which gave the world the Protestant Reformation and
developed the most renowned universities, which became the mecca of advanced scholars and
research men of all lands— the nation which in the arts, in science, and in music led the world
captured by a neopaganism which, making might right, plunged the v\/orld twenty-four years
ago into its worst baptism of blood since the dawn of time, and which today is dedicated to a
program of racial persecution, of international rapine, aggrandizement, and conquest.
In a recent major declaration of American foreign policy, with the world for his radio
audience, Secretary of State hHull made repeated, grim references to "international anarchy
based on brute force," "international lawlessness on the rampage," and "relapses into bar-
barism." Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan each had its renaissance; each has its culture and learning,-
each its schools and universities. In each country the Christian element in education is either
wholly lacking, has been badly distorted, or has entirely disappeared.
Any philosophy or system of education which trains the mind but not the spirit, only makes
man a more efficient instrument of evil. Character building must be the goal of education. More
than two thousand years ago, a wise man said: "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom
and the knowledge of the holy is understanding.
In appreciation of his splendid leadership, of
his sympathetic understanding of young people,
and manifest confidence in them, we dedicate
this work to our president— J. C. Thompson.
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College Seniors
CHARLES AEBERSOLD
The most certain sign of real success
Is a continual cheerfulness.
LENORE HEALD ARTRESS
"hiere quietness and strength of will have worked
To build what neither builds alone.'
MARTIN CLINTON BIRD
Upward and onward this human bird
hHas flown until in deed and word
We see what work and pluck have wrought. "
PAULINE GRAYCE CHAPMAN
' Where the talent moves for the joy of it.
PAUL CARLTON BOYNTON
A life that s purposeful and bent toward ends,-
Where there s a need, his work begins.
"
MARY RUTH COWDRICK
A maiden of the rarest type
—
A quiet, unassuming one.
Her daily life declares her worth.
"
RICHARD CLEAVES
They are never alone, who are accompanied by noble
thoughts. "
LANGDON ELMORE
To be a friend sincere is the aim of her life.
To forget all the sorrows, and think not of the strife."
5K ;^ w
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AUGUSTUS CARROLL FORD
He s punctual and dependable,
And shuns all things that're wrong,
With motives quite commendable
He presses quietly along. "
GRACE LOUISE FIELDS
The day is always hers who works therein
With^ aims and ideals high,
Who's cheerful, friendly all the while.
Nor lets a chance to help pass by.
"
WILLIAM CHARLES GARDNER
He IS in logic a great critic.
Profoundly skilled in analytic."
FLORA EDITH LESTER
Who keepeth ever a merry heart'
And proves it is good medicine."
THOMAS FREDERICK HACKLEMAN
Live to learn,
And learn to live."
VESTA MARIE LESTER
"Untiring and faithful in all her work;
She stands by her part, and no duty doth shirk.
STANDISH GREEK HOSKINS
Ready to do his bit always.
Spreading sunshine through our days.
"
GRACE ELEANORA McALPINE
Happiness, like mercy, is twice blessed.
WILLIAM WALKER OLIPHANT
He has a genial smile,
That wins a host of friends. "
IRMA LEE OSTEEN
A kindness tfiat's akin to power,
A voice tfiat's soft and low,
And other graces numerous
Set this girl's life aglow "
PHILIP PARKER
He faces the world with a smile.
VERLIE NORMA REIBER
Ambition is a very part
Of ail her body, mind, and heart.
JAMES WADE RODDY
He willingly tackles the task before him
And ever works with increasing vim.
LAURA LYNNE SUDDUTH
In her eyes is the law of kindness,-
In her smile is a wealth of good will.
WOODROW McKENDRE WILSON
For he is just the quiet kind.
Whose nature seldom varies. "
GEORGE LESTER STAUFFER
Son of ambition is he.
Steady and tall;
Success for him, we can see.
Awaits his call."
DORIS BAESSLER
"Just the art of being kind
Is all this sad world needs,-
And here s a girl who does her part
With loving words and deeds.
"
EUNICE BELL
Quietness and studiousness around her are found,
She studies and works that her knowledge be profound.
MINNIE SUE BRUCE
Smiling eyes and pleasant ways
Help to cheer the darkened days."
BULAH DORIS DAVIS
"A cheerful smile and a pleasant word
In a beautiful life, 'tis told,
Is the rarest wealth that a maiden may have,
A heritage better than gold."
JOSEPH DAYTON FOLEY
"He's not content to be just bent
By circumstance,-
He goes right on till there doth dawn
Room to advance.
JOHN GOODBRAD
"He s going to find a way or make it;
No man is he to shirk,
Or start a thing and then forsake it."
VIOLET EVANGELINE RUSKJER
"As dainty as a lily bell,
As modest as a violet.
With graciousness and dignity—
In her these all are met."
iC
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THOMAS CRAIG ALDERMAN
He sayeth not too many words,
Yet liveth much, and that speaks loud.
EUNICE LORAINE EDGMON
"To the duty before her she's true,
Patient, faithful, and loving too.
BURGESS GOODBRAD
He of high and stately mien,
Is smiling, joyful, and serene.
RUTH BUNCH HINES
"She will be sincere and true,-
And God will have His way in her.
EVAN PAUL HUGHES
"Such an unassuming young fellow.
PAUL MONTAGUE KNIGHT
"Though somewhat quiet and rather shy.
This boy's a student whom few pass by
LOUIS GOODRICH LUDINGTON
"He plays, he works, he never shirks,-
The future watches o'er his name
To lay on him some work of fame.
ROBBIE GERTRUDE WILSON
"Faithful in the little affairs of her school days.
She IS ready for the large affairs of life.
a^^
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GEORGE THOMAS MILLS
"A Idd of youthful years and virtues rare,
Endowed with learning and with wisdom's share.
HARRIET ELVIRA ORTNER
"Virtue is indeed its own reward.
LAURENCE WILBUR PAYNE
"And still a noble, true, industrious life
He plies among his labors and his books.
MELL PELOT
A light heart lives long.
LUCILLE HARRIET TAYLOR
"Willing helper, noble soul.
Kindness her intent,
Glad to aid where er she can
—
Cheerful and benevolent.
HAROLD PAUL PERVIS
"He who is firm in will
Moulds the world to himsel
LESLIE HERMAN PITTON
What he wills to do,
He does with a will.
CAROL ADELE ROTTMILLER
"A pleasant disposition,
A sympathetic heart.
With these good traits she makes her life
Successful from the start."
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DOROTHY DEANE RICHEY
She mdketh sunshine in the shady places
And bringeth joy to saddened faces "
STANLINDEN VON SCHLEIFER, JR.
I lay aside the toihng oar,
And welcome joyfulness at my door."
ROLLIN FRED SNIDE
Who youthful yet, takes the man
Who, seer like, accounts his span."
BROOKE FRANKLIN SUMMEROUR
A good man, skilled in the art of playing.
MARY ELIZABETH YARBERRY
A smiling optimist is she.
Full of joy and sympathy."
PERCY BUSH
Ambitious soul
—
practical wit
—
And on the whole a man well fit."
No Picture
SARITA TRUMMER
Her greatest merit is her love of learning.
SENIOR PROGRAM
Processional
Hymn 295
Invocation
Vocal Solo
Address
Vocal Solo
Responses
Consecration Prayer
Consecration Song
Benediction
CONSECRATION
Adoration" ("Holy City")
H. A. Miller
"Walking with God
'
'Sunrise and Sunset"
Doris Davis
"The King of Love"
Lester Stauffer
Gaul
F. L. Green
Charles Sprass
L. E. Lenheim
Gounod
Senior Class
D. C. Ludington
Class
H. E. Snide
Processional
Hymn 500
Invocation
Vocal Solo
Address
Trombone Solo
Benediction
BACCALAUREATE
"Attainment"
Make me a Blessing Today'
My Redeemer and my Lord'
Mrs. J. E. Carter
Miller
J. C. Thompson
Dudley Buck
J. E. Shultz
Herbert Hewitt
H. F. Taylor
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Class Flower: Class Colors:
RED CARNATION RED and WHITE
Aim: "CHARACTER-NOT FAME"
Motto: "FROM POSSIBILITIES TO REALITIES."
Class Officers:
President: IRVIN SCHROADER
Vice-President: REBECCA RUTLEDGE
Secretary: HELEN BARTO
Treasurer: ARTHUR HALL
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JUNIORS
Helen Barto
Inez Beck
Robert Bowen
Evelyn Britt
William Bryant
Lucius Butler
Alma Chambers
Katherine Chambers
Margaret Deloach
Mdxine Follis
Wentzie Hall
Gladys Hicks
Evelyn Huxtable
Alyce Ivey
Coyne Knight
Sarah Lee Knight
Byron Lighthall '
Quinette Maxwell
Marvin McAlexander
Ruth Mitchell
Pierce Moore
Clarence Nev^'man
Marie Page
Marlete Turner-Pitton
Wilma Pov^ers
Christine Rutledge
Paul Saxon
Irvin Schroader
Hugh Stearns
Shirley Strickland
Noble Vining
Louis Waller
Wallace Wellman
Mildred Wilson
Pearl Davis
Maurice Felts
Juanita Hughey
Everett Watt
Elizabeth Anderson
Annie Mae Chambers
Reid Cheek
James Cunningham
Robert Damon
Nadine Pant
Florence Follis
Arthur Hall
Forest Halvorsen
Valda Hickman
Sherman Holland
Austin Hust
Evelyn Keith
William Kiker
Clifford Ludington
Clarice Meister
Arturo Perez
Doris Roach
Rebecca Rutledge
Virginia Thomas
George Truitt
Ira Wheeler
Mark Williams
Russell Williams
SOPHOMORES
Front row, left to right:
Emory Rogers, William Nix, Fred Minner, Fred Reiber, Richard Reiber, Jerald Brumback,
Oliver Foust, Donald West.
Back row, left to right:
Arleigh Butler, FHelen Miller, Georgette Damon, Dorothy Woodall, Elizabeth Aikman, Wilma
Boyd, Margaret FHenritze, Valerie Knight, Jean Carter, Charles Frederick.
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FRESHMEN
Front row, left to right:
Ben Wheeler, Athel Frederick, Robert Schmidt, Frank Ryle, Cecil Lane, Johnny Walsh
Back row, left to right:
Jessie Relber, Betty Jane FHalvorsen, Melva Sanders, Betty Jane Phelps, Ruby John Aikman,
Dorothy Kaneaster.
Normal and Church School Building
'^b»bk'4(a
Administration Building
"What sculpture is to a block of marble, education is to the human soul- The philosopher,
the saint, the hero, the wise, and the sood, or the great, very often iie hid and concealed in a
plebeian, which a proper education might have disinterred and brought to light. Addison.
SEMINAR
Robert E. Lee has said, "The Bible is a book m comparison with which all others in my eyes
are of minor importance, and which in all my perplexities and distresses has never failed to
give me light and strength. " hHere at Southern Junior College we endeavor to incorporate
into our lives the daily study of God's Word. We believe that in so doing we shall have a firm
foundation upon which to build our education.
The Bible is an important part in several phases of our school life. It enters into the worship
hour, chapel service, Sabbath school, church service, Y. P. M. V., and also in the Ministerial
Seminar.
Seminar is conducted every Friday night. The purpose of it is to acquaint young men and wo-
men with the methods of preaching and of giving Bible studies. In fact it gives them actual
experience in these lines.
A systematic program of Bible studies is followed throughout the school year. After the
subject has been given in the Seminar, Elder Snide gives constructive criticism. In this way
the audience, as well as the speaker, is benefited.
Several Bible studies are being conducted each week by the ministerial students and the
Bible workers. As a result of past studies, groups of believers have been raised up. Among
them are a group at Apison, Silverdale, hHarrison, and Standifer Gap. A nice church building
has been erected at Standifer Gap. Surely the Lord blesses the efforts of these young people.

y, p. M. V.
what more fitting scene could be found to close the Sabbath than that of our young people
gathered together in the capacity of a Young People's Missionary Volunteer meeting? What
could be more inspiring than the sincere talks of the youth of our denomination concerning
the love of God to man, and the progress of hlis work here on earth? There is here manifest
a realization of our union with and dependence on our Leader for guidance, both now and
in the years to come. Surely the Missionary Volunteer work of cheering others with sunshine
bands, flowers, and fruit baskets is the most interesting work young people can do. Associated
with this work is the literature band, which sends out truthfilled pages every week to many
interested in our message. The associations and pleasant memories of these activities will not
be soon forgotten in our repertoire of school days spent at S. J. C.
Our Missionary Volunteers are preparing to warn the world of its impending danger.
They are active in the progressive classes and are eager to learn more about how to present
the truth to interested friends. They remember that Every man or woman who has received
the divine illumination is to shed light on the dark pathway of those who are unacquainted
with the better way," and are finding joy in so doing. Our goal is to press on till every nation,
kindred, tongue, and people has heard this last warning message.
And then—some day—we shall lift up our heads and say, "Lo, this is our God; we have
waited for hlim and He will save us." We shall go home, then, to a young people's meeting
that will last through eternity, for we shall never grow old in heaven. Pauline Chapman.
BIBLE
The chief aim of Southern Junior College is to give a Christian education to its students.
All the activities and courses of study are carried forward with this purpose in view. This
principle is stressed even more greatly in the Bible classes, for it is here that instruction is given
concerning God's plan for His people. Here are studied the work and works of God, the
life of Christ, our example, and points of doctrine that help students to understand our beliefs.
Truly, these classes, with the Book of books as a text, make prayerful studies of all phases of
biblical knowledge very helpful to the students, enabling them to attain a deeper Christian
experience and prepare for a life of service for others.
THE COLPORTEUR BAND
Every Wednesday night as the hour of seven-thirty approaches, a group of earnest young
people are gathered together in the beautiful parlor of North Hall for another Colporteur
Band meeting.
This band is organized every year in order that the student colporteurs may be better trained
for more efficient work. It also affords very valuable training for leadership, because the ex-
periences gained in such a work are of great value in any line of service.
The leaders of the Colporteur Band this year are Mr. Leslie Pitton and Miss Frieda Clark,
two of the students who have spent some time in the colporteur ministry. They are exerting
their influence to persuade others to enter this soul-saving work of spreading the printed page.
Each week the band presents an interesting program, designed to afford something helpful
as well as interesting. A dramatization of an actual colporteur experience is given at each
meeting so that those who have not canvassed may see some of the things the colporteurs do.
A short talk from the Spirit of Prophecy is also given, showing the preparation necessary, the
importance of the work, the final reward, and other interesting subjects that inspire a greater
interest in the canvassing work. A drill period is conducted m which the experienced drill
the inexperienced in the ways of canvassing, so they will be better prepared when they begin.
After several earnest and sincere prayers, uniting the hearts of all present, and drawing every-
one closer to the Great Captain, the members disperse to look forward to another colporteur
meeting the next week. Paul Boynton.
The Library
HISTORY
When we bear in mind that this world is a theater upon which is focused the spotlisht of
heaven; when we remember that through the trial and error of this life, through the manifesta-
tions of God s mercy and the devil's treachery, God's universe is ultimately to be fortified
against another uprising of sin—when we realize this vital fact, we shall then begin to appreciate
the manifest importance of the function of the history department m revealing to all mankind
the long drama wherein Christ, the hero, finally wins out over Satan, the villain.
Lucius Butler.
EXPRESSION
The fine work of this department has been ably demonstrated in the well-presented per-
formances of the expression students this year. The programs that they have given include a
very impressive vesper service, two formal recitals, and a highly amusing entertainment.
The students in these classes are instructed along the lines of platform poise and voice culture,
as well as being trained in the arts of recitation and conversation. Sue Bruce
LANGUAGE
All languages are more or less interdependent. A knowledge of one greatly facilitates the
learning of another.
One does not have to travel to distant lands to make practical use of his study of other tongues,
for there are many ways in v^hich such a knowledge is useful in our own land. The English
language, that of prime importance to the American people, is to a great degree a compilation
of derivatives from words of other languages. Thus the knowledge of a foreign language gives
us insight into the deeper meanings of words derived from that language. Too, we often come
across foreign idioms in reading that tend to break the continuity of thought if we cannot
comprehend their meanings.
Aside from all this, the study of language is within itself intensely interesting. In attaining
a knowledge of other tongues, we confront people of other lands,- we become acquainted with
their customs, laws, and habits of life. Thus is aroused a keener sense of brotherhood and feeling
of goodwill toward mankind. Tui Knight.
MUSIC ••
Music was made to serve a holy purpose,- to lift the thoughts to that which is pure and noble
and elevating, and to awaken in the soul devotion and gratitude to God. Luther properly
called it a discipline, and a mistress of good order and good manners.
Like all of our gifts, music is given us in the germ, it is for us to unfold and develop it by
instruction and cultivation. Providence gave us an able and most inspiring instructor in Pro-
fessor hi. A. Miller. The departmental enrollment has necessitated additional teachers: Mrs.
Olive Rogers-Batson, Mr. Paul hHewitt, and Mr. Louis Ludington.
The Choruses are flourishing as usual, confining their efforts to a repertoire of sacred songs.
The lovely weekly offerings of the College Choir contribute greatly to the Sabbath services
and on special occasions.
These musical activities lift the student above his daily routine and arch a rainbow in his sky.
Ruth Mitchell.
COLLEGE RHETORIC AGRICULTURE
Under the instruction of Professor Brown,
we of the Rhetoric class are given a first-class
course in grammar and theme writing. We are
instructed in both grammar and composition,
which form a well-balanced, useful, and
practical education in using English for self-
expression.
The Rhetoric course is among the most
worth-while courses offered, because every-
one, of necessity, uses the English language in
whatever field of life he may enter. Because of
its practicability. Rhetoric is important; because
of its subject matter, it is interesting.
Coyne Knight.
NORMAL TRAINING
In the Normal Department, teachers are
trained to do a very important work. It is
theirs, "with the help of God to develop in
a human soul the likeness of the Divine.'
The department is sincerely striving to give
its group of earnest student teachers the best
preparation possible, both mental and spirit-
ual. It IS the normal department's aim to turn
out teachers who, like the great Master Tea-
cher, have "power to awaken thought, kindle
aspiration, and arouse every capability of
body, mind, and soul. ' Nellie Jane Smith.
Agriculture is more than an industry,- it is a
way of life. The study is naturally based upon
the soil.
Did you know that twenty times as much of
the productivity of soil is wasted by erosion
as is utilized by crops? The agriculture class
is engaged in the study of such interesting
facts as this, and the boys enjoy practical
laboratory instruction in methods of solving
agricultural problems of soil conservation.
Andrew J. Wheeler.
"THE FARMER BOY"
By Marie Page
The farmer boy, with his sunny smile.
Drives the mules each day for many a mile
Through the soft brown sod as he turns it o'er.
While praise to God from his heart doth pour.
The fragrant scent of the new-mown hay
Brings joy to him on his busy way.
For he basks content in a task well done
As he leaves his work at the set of sun.
Long hours he works planting garden seeds.
Carefully removing all thorns and weeds,
And patiently toils with the end in view
That soon he'll find fresh vegetables due.
For his earnest toil he is soon rewarded
With a bountiful yield so faithfully guarded,
And now he dreams of the coming fall
When he'll eagerly answer the old school's
call.
Three lusty cheers for the farmer boy
Who, while he works, fills the earth with joy
And receives in turn from the great outdoors
A radiant health for his well done chores.
COMMERCIAL
Sailing through the blackest night, the giant plane proceeds on its way. hHow does it keep
its course? Ah, the pilot is guided by eyes other than his own
—
instruments that register all
the information that he needs for the safe guidance of his ship.
Thrilling is the work of one whose duty it is to pilot these gigantic birds through the mid-
night watches; but just as fascinating is the business of those whose duty it is to regulate the
wheels which determine the course of a nation.
Without instruments and someone to interpret their readings, the plane would lose its course.
Even so would the course of the economic, social, and cultural worlds be insecure were it
not for those quiet, unrecognized, yet efficient individuals working in positions behind the
scenes.
It is the work of the commercial department to prepare students for participation in the
business world, where a knowledge of typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, accounting, and
economics is highly essential to success. All in all, this training gives one a balanced, under-
standing outlook in world affairs, and contributes to the making of successful business men
and women. Noble Vining.
SCIENCE
The Scientific Course is one of the most interestins courses offered at Southern Junior College.
The laboratories here are equipped for practical, individual study and personal research in
both the biological and physical sciences. It is here that aspirants to careers of medicine, nursing,
dietetics, and related pursuits study the practical application of scientific theories. It is here
that one may observe the spectrum of the sun through the spectroscope, or watch the mysterious
behavior of the atom, the ion, and the molecule,- it is here that one may learn of the wonderful
structure and function of the human body, or learn to cultivate, identify, and control the bacterial
organisms. Laboratory study and comparison reveal the perfect harmony and beauty that exist
between all the handiworks of the Creator. William Gardner.
HOME ECONOMICS
The class in hlome Economics is extremely interesting. In this we learn practical things, but
are taught in such a way that we consider the class more a period of recreation than of school
N^ork. In this class room, v^z can give vent to our own ideas of cooking, sewing, house-planning,
marketing, or whatever topic is under discussion. Thus we improve our technique in doing
things pertaining to home economics, without being deprived of our own individuality.
Robbie Wilson.
RADIO
Radio plays such a prominent part in the life of modern man that the student who would be
well informed finds it well v\/orth while to study this interesting field of electricity. To meet
the gro^A/ing need for such instruction, the college physics department offers a course in practical
electronics. This course is all its name implies, for besides offering purely radio theory
and practice, basic electrical principles are included, of great practical value even to those
engaged in the every-day pursuits of life. One is able to use more intelligently this greatest of
servants of mankind.
The laboratory is well equipped with demonstration apparatus and test instruments, to il-
lustrate clearly the principles of radio and to enable the student to gain a working knowledge
of electricity. But the real center of interest is the short wave transmitter. The station is operated
in the well known amateur bands under the call W4EHG by two operators, W4EHG and
W4EyB, providing the pleasure of engaging in the intriguing hobby of amateur radio, handling
messages for students to parents and friends, and ever ready to be of service in time of disaster
or emergency. Irvin Schroader.
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MEN'S CLUB
The "Better Men's Society " is an organization of the boys in South HalL Its purpose is
to make better men, physically, mentally, morally, and spiritually.
Each Thursday evening at seven o clock, we assemble in the worship room for the weekly
meeting of our club. We are presented with programs designed to be entertaining and at
the same time uplifting and worth while.
The "Better Men's Society " is responsible for many improvements in the dormitory and
sponsors the reception for the girls, which is given biennially.
The aims of the B. M. S. ' dre truly worth while, and it is just one more phase of our Christian
education. Coyne Knight.
JOSHI JOTATSU KAI
The Girl's Club gets its name, Joshi Jotatsu Kai, from the Japanese language, which
means 'Young Ladies' Self-improvement Society. " The purpose of this club is to provide
interesting entertainment, to conduct campaigns, to broaden the girls' mental outlook, and
to give them helpful hints along the lines of culture and right living.
Interesting and sometimes quite original entertainment is prepared by Joshi leaders for the
club meeting, held every Sunday night during the worship hour. The critic reminds the girls
in a tactful and pleasant way of some careless habit which they could prof-itably break, or calls
their attention to some idea which would aid them in their endeavor to cultivate refined manners.
Not the least of the club's activities is the campaign-boosting part. When some improve-
ment is needed for the dormitory, or some sick or absent friend is to be remembered, Joshi
backs the idea with a will, and very soon it has accomplished what it set out to do.
The club also fosters ways of enabling the girls to become better acquainted with one another
and to enlarge their circle of friends. All in all, Joshi Jotatsu Kai has indeed had a great part
in making the school days of the girls of S. J. C more interesting. It has aided not a little in
smoothing away the rough edges of their characters, and leaving them as corner-stones, polished
after the similitude of a palace. Sarita Trummer.
THE PREMEDICAL CLUB
The Premedicdl Club is unique in its relation to the other extra-curricular activities of the
students here at Southern Junior Collese. Not only does it foster a deeper interest in the
sciences, but in addition to this the club requires that the members maintain a B average in their
science subjects in order to qualify for membership. In this latter respect the club is the only
organization in the college that requires a certain scholastic attainment as a prerequisite for
admission.
The club meetings are held every other Saturday evening, at which time a program is pre-
sented and business of the club transacted. In the past months, the programs have included
scientific movies, lectures on medical subjects by visiting doctors, and reviev^s of the happenings
in the scientific world—such as new discoveries in the field of chemistry, physics, medicine, and
the biological sciences. As a special feature, the club members go on a visit to the Chattanooga
Observatory to view the splendors of the skies.
The programs and the social events of the club are planned and staged by its officers, who are
students that have been elected by popular vote. These consist of a president, vice-president/
secretary, and treasurer, who provide leadership for the club under the able supervision of
Professor Woods, the faculty advisor.
This interesting and educational sideline for the student of science may be obtained through
membership in the club. By this means the student at our college is given the opportunity to
develop initiative and is urged to greater progress and accomplishment in the field of science.
Louis Waller.
ORCHESTRA
Lorltd Bird
Martin Bird
Evelyn Britt
Pauline Chapman
Pearl Davii
Eugene Dillard
Melvin Edmister
Oliver Foust
Clifford Ludington
Louis Ludington
Quinnette Maxwell
Earl Padgett
James Roddy
Brooke Summerour
Rollin Snide
Everett Watt
Donald West
Mr. A. J. Wheeler
Mrs. A. J. Wheeler
Tui Knight
Mary Elizabeth Murray
Marvin McAlexander
Pierce Moore
Paul Knight
Langdon Elmore
Evan Hughes
Percy Bush
Paul Saxon
Emory Rogers
Richard Pipkin
Grace Fields
Elton l^ing
Robert Bowen
Charles Aebersold
Wallace Lighthall
Irvin Sweet
Gerald Brumback
Dayton Foley
Lavern Manous
R. F. Goodge
Frank Ryle
J. Paul F^ewltt, director
SPORTS
Besides playing a prominent role in the physical
education of the students here at Southern Junior
College during the past year, athletics have helped
much in the social enjoyment. Under the able in-
struction of Mr. Williams, R. N., and Mrs. Miller,
the classes in physical education, although getting
a late start, have progressed rapidly. Among the
sports enjoyed in these classes dre: basket ball,
volley ball, skating, and roller-skate-hockey.
Aside from these many opportunities to upbuild
the physical as well as mental and spiritual body,
the students have more or less organized an athletic
association. For recreation and entertainment, foot-
ball, basketball, and baseball are played in their
own season, with baseball probably the most pop-
ular.
The students hope that in the future athletics will
continue to exist and to become more closely as-
sociated with the regular school curricula.
Leslie Newman.
ie£.
MENS CHORUS
Front row, left to right;
Paul Gdver, Brooke Summerour, Thomas Hackleman, James Roddy, Wallace Wellman, Dayton Foley, Carol
Ford, Ruth Mitchell, accompanist, h^drold A. Miller, director, Paul Saxon, Louis Waller, Martin Bird, Louis
Ludington, Standish Hoskins, Percy Bush.
Back row, left to right;
Milton Reiber, Paul Knight, Lucius Butler, Eugene Dillard, Everett Watt, Arturo Perez, Raymond Morphew,
Woodrow Wilson, FHarold Klaiser, Wallace Lighthall, Lester Stauffer, Martin Russ, George Tippins, Fred Minner,
Gene Cherry, Robert Bowen
GIRLS CHORUS
Front row, left to right;
Rebecca Rutledge, Helen Barto, Ruby Tripp, Louise Scherer, Eleanor Watt, June Fricks, Ruth Mitchell,
h^arold A, Miller, Director, Mary Yarberry, Martyn Ingram, Doris Davis, Grace Fields, Mary Glidewell,
Alice Ivey.
Back row, left to right;
Tui Knight, Roberta Ventura, Jean Carter, Ruby Ruth Stromberg, Bernice Swenson, Marie Arwood, Robbie
Wilson Valerie Knight, Sue Bruce, Margaret FHenritze, Lucille Taylor, Lorita Bird, Evelyn FHammond.
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THE HOSIERY MILL
T clock! Time to get up! And the night clerk laughs d^
".a33er cut of bed. In the darkness on the path to the mill you disce;." o:r;e' -orr, r..,"/]:'^ r
be on time, although a few may be those of the graveyard shift, ' just ooinS ^° their rest.
One by one lights blink on as the loopers and seamers sit at their machines, and the inspectors
begin work at their boards. The toppers and footers arrange th^ir work, and the leggers start
their machines running, until the sound rises from a whirr to a loud roar, the dm growing greater
as other ieggers take their places—and joother day has begun in the Hosiery .Mill.
The work can be interesting— if one thinks of it as a game,, and puts his best into it. it is ,'?aliv
a trade, which might bring a livelihood someday, and which at the present time develops faculties
other than the mental. Almost without exception the workers will admit that \i is not the. work
itself, but the fact that it is a means of obtaining an education that makes the Hosiery Miii mean
so much to them. The obtaining of an education, a fitting for service—in this the CoHegeda'e
Hosiery Mill plays an important part in the lives of many worthy students. Nellie Smith.
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THE HOSIERY MILL
"Three o'clock! Time to gee up! " And the night clerk laughs at you as you rub your eyes and
stagger out of bed. In the darkness on the path to the mill you discern other forms hurrying to
be on time, although a few may be those of the graveyard shift, just going to their rest.
One by one lights blink on as the loopers and seamers sit at their machines, and the inspectors
begin work at their boards. The toppers and footers arrange their work, and the leggers start
their machines running, until the sound rises from a whirr to a loud roar, the din growing greater
as other leggers take their places—and another day has begun in the hHosiery Mill.
The work can be interesting— if one thinks of it as a game, and puts his best into it. It is really
a trade, which might bring a livelihood someday, and which at the present time develops faculties
other than the mental. Almost without exception the workers will admit that it is not the work
itself, but the fact that it is a means of obtaining an education that makes the hlosiery Mill mean
so much to them. The obtaining of an education, a fitting for service— in this the Collegedale
hHosiery Mill plays an important part in the lives of many worthy students. Nellie Smith.
The Herd
The
THE COLLEGE DAIRY
Southern Junior College can justly be proud of her splendid dairy. All the cows are tested
and are above the average,- and 40 per cent of the herd have diplomas for butterfat and
milk production. This is quite good, for only 25 per cent of the students will receive
diplomas this year. (Of course the qualifications are quite different.)
hHealthy cows produce healthful milk, which aids in keeping students healthy. Under the
supervision of Mr. hialvorsen, the dairy is producing with modern conditions rich milk,
icecream, cottage cheese, and chocolate milk.
The College Dairy consists of a two-story barn and a milk house containing an ice-plant
and storage rooms with equipment necessary for the out-put of Grade A productions. We
have 300 acres of pasture for one of the leading herds of this section— a herd that had
an Honor Diploma of 346.8 pounds of butter-fat for the year of 1936—37.
THE FARM
The Farm is an interesting place to work. While working in this department, one will
be able to root out and replace any defects of character, if he so desires. A student s initia-
tive and dependability are put to a severe test, and the student learns to do things in
new ways.
After a summer of hot, hard, and tiring v/ork, one looks at the fruitage of his labors, which,
had it not been for the blessing of God, would have been nothing. Realizing that on
this earth we are preparing for the earth made new, we take pride in the practical experience
in farming we gain here, for we know that we shall use it over there.
Byron Lighthall.
COLLEGE PRESS
In addition to the training received in the class-
room, many students, both young men and young
women, receive training in our well-equipped Print
Shop, for here sre developed thorough, accurate,
patient, and careFul workers.
We know that this is one kind of labor that will
help finish God's work, so we try to "do with our
might what our hands find to do.
"
Until March of this year the Press was under the
superintendence of Prof. F. O. Rathbun, but failing
health caused him to ask for lighter work. At present
Mr. Roger F. Goodge of Madison College is the
superintendent, keeping the shop running smoothly
and efficiently. Last summer the College Bindery
was taken under the wing of the Press, and is doing
considerable repair work and magazine binding.
Every one of the Print Shop Crew
Knows exactly what to do.
For every morning
—
prompt at 7
—
We begin our work that lasts till eleven
And sometimes till the afternoon
When jobs must rush to get out soon.
Oh, do we tire of the noisy press?
Well, I'll leave that for you to guess
But workers ^^e are happy, gay.
Enjoying working every day.
For we hope that some day we shall be
Printers of renown, you see.
Pearl Davis.
THE WOOD WORK SHOP
This branch of our industrial activity at Southern Junior College presents many advantages
to young men who desire to exercise their intellect and initiative in the manufacture of many
useful articles. Some of our products are ironing boards, stools, stepladders, folding chairs,
and other devices that may appeal to the prospective buyer. Our shop provides employment
for many students who become skillful workmen with wood and tools.
Under the reliable supervision of Mr. Rafferty, the establishment has, within the last few
months, greatly improved commercially. Hundreds of dollars have been spent in equipping the
factory with new and modern high-speed implements, to cope with the ever increasing demand
for the high-class goods that we produce.
The outlook for the future is very bright. One may now see the formation of an excellent
organization, which is typical of the efficiency with which Southern Junior College industries
are conducted. Paul Knight.
THE PUFFERY
Tucked away on the side of the hill that rises up behind the Girls' dormitory, a brown
and white wooden building is located, known as the Puffery. Here is manufactured that very
tempting, crisp, tasty cereal known as Golden Grain Puffed Wheat.
A few months ago there were some decided changes in the equipment of the puffery.
New and more efficient machinery was installed in order to manufacture sufficient puffed
wheat daily to fill the large orders that came in. A new and larger package was also made,
which has proved to be a real commercial success.
The making of the cellophane wraps, the filling of them with wheat puffs, and the sealing
of the sacks keep four girls busy all the time. Two men operate the guns, which shoot every
SIX minutes. Mr. Olmstead supervises the work and prepares the orders to be shipped
each evening. The puffery is indeed an interesting place to work.
Tui Knight.
THE BROOM SHOP
"Good morning, everyone," calls Mr, Gepford,
as a group of us boys run in the door, and make a
bee-line for the stove. We warm a few minutes,
oil our macfiines, and are ready for another days
work.
When everything is in readiness, the power is
pulled, and the busy hum of machines sings a song
to the workers. Above the noise of the motors and
the cleakety click of the stitcher, one will hear an
occasional yell of "All out of hurl," from one of the
winders, or "Brooms all out!" from the stitchman.
Perchance someone might even be singing or whist-
ling as he works.
It would take too long to tell how we put the
broomcorn through all the different processes to
get the finished broom. All that can be said is that
one should come to see for himself. At present
we are producing a finished broom at the rate of
one almost every minute. Besides these, we are
making many dozens of mops every week. We hope
to increase this production, for now we are unable
to keep up with all the orders. Under the able
management of Mr. Gepford many new improve-
ments have been made, and we hope for more in
the near future. Watch the brooms roll out'
Phnlip Parker.
THE LAUNDRY
Work in the laundry has a place in one s spiritual training. The cheerful performance of each
task lightens the labor and molds the character of the workers according to the Divine Pattern,
as his thoughts dwell on the good he is doing his follow beings. The snowy garments that
are carried from its doors each week are beautiful indeed, and might be considered as symbolic
of the pure white robes worn by the angels, who daily perform their unselfish service as God s
messengers.
We are told that if we were taught to regard the humble round of every-day duties as the
course marked out for us by the Lord, as a school in which we are to be trained to render
faithful and efficient service, how much more pleasant and honorable would our work appear.
To perform every duty as unto the Lord throws a charm around the humblest employment and
links the workers on earth with the holy beings who do God s will in heaven.
THE CULINARY DEPARTMENT
Nestled among the flower and tree-bespeckled hills of old Tennessee, Southern Junior Col-
lege with out-stretched arms beckons to youth who desire an education to fit themselves for
the Master's service. Our school offers many opportunities in different lines of work to help
one in developing the ability to earn a livelihood in his future years, and to pay his expenses
while in school.
The culinary is one of the best departments in which a young lady may enlist. The work
there brings out the finer qualities in her, and helps to prepare her for the greatest task com-
mitted to woman—that of carrying on successfully her home life.
The duties are not taxing, yet they are educational and beneficial in every way, if one but
makes them so. Any work that is honest is honorable, and Mrs. White tells us in "Messages
to Young People" that the purest and highest enjoyment comes to those who faithfully fulfill
their appointed duties. To all Christ has given the work of ministry, hie has ennobled labor.
That \-\e might set us an example of industry, hHe worked with h^is hands at the carpenter's
trade. There is something uplifting and heavenly in work where the heart and mind are wholly
put into it. Louise Wade.
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Teacher Training
Bible Workers
Pre-dietetics
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State of Tennessee
American Council on Education
Tennessee State College Association
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American Association of Junior Colleges
Mid-soi:th Association of Private Schools
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
Board of Regents of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
Pre-dental
Ministerial
Business
Science
Music
Arts
TRAINS FOR CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP
Southern Junior College offers a twelve weeks' summer scViool (June 13-
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The conferences in the Southern Union
need trained young men and women for
the finishing of the work.
I \m\ 1
Make your plans early to attend
Southern Junior College
Georgia-Cumberland
Conference
The field of opportunity
Our Task
White Counties - Contain Churches
Dark Counties - No Organized Work
Georgia-Cumberland Conference
193 8

Ike Pliniei
THE AID OF ART
THE TICKLER OF TRADE
THE BAROMETER OF BUSINESS
THE SERVANT OF SCIENCE
THE GIVER OF THE GOSPEL
THE PARENT OF PLEASURE
THE KEY OF KNOWLEDGE
THE LIGHT OF LITERATURE
THE ICONOCLAST OF IGNORANCE
THE NARRATOR OF NEWS
THE ASSISTANT OF ADVERTISING
THE BUILDER OF BOOKS
THE PROMOTER OF PROSPERITY
THE STYLIST OF STATIONERY
THE CREATOR OF CATALOGS
THE COLLEGE PRESS
COLLEGEDALE, TENNESSEE
A. G. DANIELLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
.^i

Be the Best of Whatever You Are
If you can't be d pine on the top of tfie hill
Be a scrub in the valley—but be
The best little scrub by the side of the rill;
Be a bush if you can't be a tree.
If you cent be a bush, be a bit of the grass,
And some highway some happier make;
If you can't be a muskie then just be a bass
—
But the liveliest bass in the lake!
We can t all be captains, we ve got to be crew.
There s something for all of us here,
There's big work to do and there's lesser to do.
And the task we must do is the near.
if you can't be a highway then just be a trail.
If you can't be the sun, be a star,-
It isn t by size that you win or you fail
—
Be the best of whatever you arel
—Douglas Mdlloch
)ii^
Compliments of
B. F. Summerour Seed Co.
Producers of
High Grade Cotton Seed
Norcross, Georgia
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For the care of the sick
and
Training of nurses.
For details address:
MADISON SANITARIUM and HOSPITAL
Madison College, Tennessee.
Madison Sanitarium and Hospital
SOYBURGER LOAF
Madison's New
Protein Loaf
— used in the place of meat. The special process which produces the meatlike flavor and textur
is an exclusive Madison process. Less concentrated than meat, also less fat, but more minerals,
easy to digest as meat -- as economical as meat. In hermetically sealed tins, clean, fresh,
convenient, ready to eat as it comes from the can. No waste.
Other Madison Protein Foods
VIGOROST -- NUT-MEAT -- SOY CHEESE
write for literature
MADISON FOODS
MADISON COLLEGE TENNESSEE
REMEMBER
ALSO
To send to us for
Copies of your
Photographs
To send us your
Films
for
Finishing
FREE DEVELOPING
Prints 3 cents 8 5 cents
CLINE STUDIOS
115 E. 8tfi 923 Market
Cfidttanoogd, Tenn.
Terrell Electric Co.
Westinghouse Appliances
Air-Conditioning
Electrical Contracting
Lighting Fixtures
Refrigeration
'Every House Needs Westinghouse'
1104 McCdIlie — Phone 2-1138
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Our business is to make life sweeter
Compliments
DIXIE COOKIE COMPANY
Jackson, Miss.
Mountain City Stove Co.
Kitchen & Dinmg Room Equipment & Supplies
for
EHotels, Restaurants & Cafeterias
1240 Market Street Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Tw
HE SoutK's Largest Manufacturer
of
Paint Color Cards
ana
Wallpaper Display) Books
5TAPrK£» company
733 £A5T mftin StAt£T
cwflTTflnooGfl.Ttnntsstt.
Four -Color Process Work ^ Labels ^ Folders
Mailing Pieces ^ Catalogues ~ Textile Printing
Office Forms v- Payroll Forms ~ Mill CKecks
I Printing is the Inseparable
I Companion of Achievement
COMPLIMENTS
OF THE
TAKOMA HOSPITAL and SANITARIUM
GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE
COMPLIMENTS
OF THE
FLORIDA SANITARIUM and HOSPITAL
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
COMPLIMENTS
OF THE
CAROLINA CONFERENCE
'^The Place Where Scholarships Are Made"
BETTER LIGHT
STOP!
LOOK!
LISTEN!
GO!
STOP! Please stop, dear comrade,
As you march toward an intellectual goal;
The danger lies in opportunity unheeded
To minister, to serve some wayward soul.
LOOK! Yes, look, dear comrade.
On Fields of falling, unreaped grain,-
The Garner looks to you for service,-
You will not have Him look in vain!
LISTEN! Oh, listen, dear comrade.
The invitation, the call rings clear:
Come over to Ala. -Miss, and help us;
A scholarship may you earn this year.
GO! Yes, go, dear comrade,
The harvest will soon be done,-
What praise! What joy! What glory!
If a wayv^ard soul you ve won.
Alabama-Mississipp
I703 24th Avenue
Meridian, Mississippi
i Conference
Florida Conference
Florida Book and Bible House
Welcome you to the land of Sunshine and Flowers
—
As a student grenadier in the Literature Ministry
Write now to
The Fla. Book and Bible House
Box 372
Orlando, Florida
Compliments of
Dr. S. S. MARCHBANKS
Compliments of
Dr. H. M. AUSHERMAN
Compliments of
A FR'END
COKER STORES
Self-Service With Savings
Y. L. Coker, Owner
rjK YourBest
Patronize
the
College Barber Shop
Collegedale, Tennessee
Art Hall
"Compliments of a Friend."
Compliments of

The Path of Opportunity-
In a very healthy place, a new plant, with air conditioning which insures a complete
change of air every six minutes, boys and girls are working their entire way through
school every year. New workers are needed to take the places of those graduating.
hHere's your chance to obtain a Christian education.
COLLEGEDALE HOSIERY MILL
Summer Mornings with Something Pleasant to Read
"Last summer I had more fun than usually. Besides all the usual sood times with my friends,
I spent an hour or two in the morning reading the very interesting books that make up the hHome
Study course in . Then on rainy days I would write out one or two of the test papers.
By September I had finished the course, and had some substantial credits to take with me to
college.
The hlome Study Institute offers a full line of college and academic studies. Its work is ac-
credited in all our own educational institutions and in many others where its high character
IS known. Payment can be made on the installment plan. Tell us of your needs at once and let
us help you get started. The enrollment sent in to us before you leave college, or immediately
after you reach home, will insure your receiving the lessons and textbooks in time to start your
vacation right.
Home Study Institute
Takoma Park, Washington, D. C.
CHATTANOOGA HOSPITAL
"Health Center of the South"
You are invited to visit us when in Chattanooga
We are fully equipped and will gladly serve Our Group hlospitalization Plan offers you
you in all general Medical, Surgical and San- our complete service for $1.00 per month.
itarium Treatment. Special Rates extended to )^^'^^ ^°' 'P?^''U'^^''kV'S 'r^^ '^'''^l
'"'
c ..L J A J L- , rormation to 612 West Ninth btreet, Lhatta-
oeventh-day Adventists. t
nooga, lennessee.
VflCflTION!
What will you do with it? It will open wide a
door for you into a
WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
Are you anxious to have the privileges of a Christian
education? Do you spend hours trying to develop
some plan that v^ill provide the means to get you
into College or academy in September?
If SO; an opportunity is open for you to earn your
way, through an attractive plan of co-operation
offeredbyyourschool,yourBool<dndBiblehlouse,and
the publishers of THE WATCHMAN MAGAZINE.
Each year young men and women provide for their
entire school expenses through the liberal magazine
scholarship plan. At the same time they are giving
themselves a valuable training in Christian service.
The
'atellman
/^a ii a z I n» e
An Interpreter of the Times
For Full particulars see your college president or write your Book and Bible House.
CHATTANOOGA SURGICAL CO.
Clia I lanoopia's Only Kxfluwive Surgical Supply Slore
Oscar A. Sprucll, Owner
Everything far the
Doclor. Nurse, Sirk Ruuni. and l^onvalesccnl
Invalid FuriiUuro Rented
Bal>y Scales Sold (ir Rented
RE4SO\ABLE RATES
108 East Eighth Street
TELEPHONE 6-4550
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
At nationally advertised prices, including
Baldwin pianos (all styles), Conn Band Instru-
ments, Piano accordions, Sheet music and music
supplies.
Lansford Piano Co.
730 Cherry St.
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Compliments
T. ALLEN LUPTON WOODS WHITE
Office Equipment Co.
814 Broad Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee
PHONE 7-2928
FOR THE FINEST WORK
COMPLIMENTS OF
McKESSON 6k duff
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
One rainy morning as Professor Woods was
hastening home, he was trying to protect his
books under his coat from the rain.
A student passing by, upon seeing an um-
brella securely tucked beneath his arm, queried,
"Professor Woods, are ycu saving your umbrella
for a rainy day?'
Once in the dear, dead days beyond recall
When pussy-feet went softly down the hall.
All lights were out, and students some, not all,
Low in their beds they sang against the wall,
Down in a room, well known to every boy.
Eats were all spread, our stomachs to annoy.
Once every night we moved about the dorm,
Just like a hen goes picking after corn.
Talking to George and John and Pete with glee
Busy as bees upon a bloss'ming tree.
ETow in the world our lessons e'er were learned—
Teachers grew gray as time's mill-wheel turned.
Frequent and oft in class we looked so wise
But all our knowledge blossomed in our eyes.
Questions were asked, but no one seemed to know.
My! how can wisdom make departure so!
All were so bright, 'twas strange that no one knew!
Only the dull responded—they still do.
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